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Methods: A 58 year-old woman with metastastic breast

Abstract
a

neoplastic which admitted for treatment severe left-

minimally-invasive techniques that aim to provide pain

sided suboccipital exacerbated by head rotation and

relief and bone stabilization by the injection of cement .

neck pain refractory to conventional medical treatment

Metastatic lesions of the atlas treated by this technique

painkillers. CT scan and magnetic resonance imaging

has been described in only few articles.

of the cervical spine revealed osteolytic destruction the

Background:

Percutaneous

kyphoplasty

is

left lateral mass of C1 . The patient underwent a
Objective: We describe the use of kyphoplasty in a

percutaneous

kyphoplasty

managed

painful osteolytic lesion located in the left mass lateral

polymethylmetacrylate bone cement.

using

of C1 with a postero lateral approach using 3D CTscann

intraoperative

navigation

fluoroscopy.

system

and

Results: The patient reported post operative substantial
pain relief . CT scan showed adequate filling of the
osteolytic lesion without the obvious leakage of bone
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cement. the patient showed no clinical complications,

significant impairment in quality of life and decreased

while Clinical follow-up at 3 months revealed that this

mobility [7, 8] .

pain condition was improved and maintained.
Kyphoplasty is a minimally-invasive technique that
Conclusion:

Minimally

invasive

percutaneous

aims to provide pain relief and bone stabilization by the

kyphoplasty using an intraoperative 3D navigation

injection of cement (usually polymethylmethacrylate;

system and fluroscopy with postero lateral approach is

PMMA) into the index vertebra [9]. However,

a safe and effective alternative reducing post-operative

metastatic lesions of the atlas [10] are extremely rare

morbidity and effective possibility in selected patients

and

with C1 metastasis

augmentation had been described in only few articles

their

treatement

by

percutaneous

cement

[11-17]. It is considered as a technically challenging

Keywords: Minimal invasive; Spinal metastasis;

procedure due to complex anatomy [15, 17, 18]. We

Surgical

describe the use of percutaneous kyphoplasty in a

management;

Kyphoplasty;

AIRO;

Intraoperative scann

painful osteolytic lesion located in the left lateral mass
of C1 through a postero-lateral approach using 3D CT-

1. Introduction

scan intra-operative navigation system and fluoroscopy.

Spinal metastases have an increasing prevalence and
are responsible for pain and neurological complications

2. Methods

that aggravate prognosis in oncological patients [1].

A 58 year-old woman with metastastic breast cancer

Spine is the third most common site of metastasis after

was admitted in our department for treatment of severe

lungs and liver and is the most common site in the

left-sided suboccipital pain. Neck pain was refractory to

osteoarticular system [2] ; Only a third of all patients

class 3 painkillers consumed for several months and

with spinal metastasis are symptomatic and require

was exacerbated by right head rotation. CT scan and

medical or surgical intervention [3, 4].

magnetic resonance imaging of cervical spine revealed
osteolytic destruction the left lateral mass of C1 (Figure

Cervical spine is only affected in 8% – 15% [5, 6] of

1) . There was no spinal canal involvement. The C1

cases of spinal metastases. Pathologic vertebral

bone lesion presented a close relationship with the V3

compression fractures in this region can be associated

segment of the left vertebral artery. Due to the widely

with a significant amount of mechanical pain, tumor

metastatic nature of this disease, the intractable pain

related pain and/or neurological compromise from

and lack of neurological impairment, a minimal

spinal cord compression. When the management of the

invasive

metastatic spine is palliative, patients may be treated

discussed in a multidisciplinary meeting. The goal of

with opioids and/or radiation therapy. A third of these

surgery was pain relief. Patient consent was sought and

patients may be resistant to these modalities leading to

obtained.
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Figure 1: A. Sagittal, B axial and C coronal ct scann slice. Osteolysis of the left lateral mass of the atlas.

2.1 Surgical technique

navigation system. Navigation tools were registered

Under general anesthesia, the patient is placed prone on

and a dedicated pointer was used in order to obtain a

the Trumpf Medical TrueSystem 7500 (HillromTM), a

perfect agreement between patient position and the

radiolucent table, with the head maintained in a carbon

navigation system.

Mayfield holder (Figure 2A). Required equipment
consisted

AIRO®

in

The primary surgeon and the rest of the operative team

®

conjunction with BrainLab curve navigation (Brainlab

were outside the operating room. Only the radiologic

AG Olof-Palme-Straße 9 81829 Munich Germany),

technologist was protected behind a 2-mm-thick mobile

KyphonTM Balloon

lead wall placed 2.5 meters away from the AIRO® CT-

medical

scan.

biplanar

of

intraoperative

fluoroscopy

Kyphoplasty

and

(MEDTRONIC

®

CT-scan

device

company). After draping, the patient reference array is
clipped onto the 2-pin fixator, which is attached to

First step of the surgical procedure was performed

Mayfield holder and tightened into position next to the

using a navigated Jamshidi trocar (Figure 2 B)

surgical field.

calibrated via the Brainlab Instrument Calibration
Matrix (ICM4). A lateral left incision (0.5 cm) was

The field of the acquisition on the selected occipito

made and under 3D navigation guidance. The tracked

cervical area was determined pointing with a skin

Jamshidi trocar was inserted in the C1 left lateral mass

marker on the sterile drapes and was spotted with the

according

laser navigation. Once the scan is completed, images

neurological structures and V3 segment of left vertebral

®

are automatically transferred to the BrainLab Curve
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under

navigation

control

avoiding

artery in the left transverse foramen (Figure 3).
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Figure 2: A Patient installation and Reference array (black ellipse). B The navigated jamshidi into C1 left mass lateral.

Figure 3: The navigated jamshidi into C1 lateral mass; perioperative screeshots showing real time 3D, coronal, axial
and sagittal navigation views.

Second step consisted in K-wire insertion into the

consisted in tool introduction and procedure control

Jamshidi trocar before its removal. The Jamshidi trocar

(reaming, balloon inflation, cementing). With reaming

is retrieved and a new iCT scan centered on the area of

tools one working channel within the lateral mass of the

interest was performed in order to assess the positions

C1

is

created
TM

and

the

10

mm

balloon

Balloon Kyphoplasty , MEDTRONIC®

of the K-wire. Once good positioning is confirmed,

(Kyphon

biplanar fluoroscopy is used for the third step that

medical device company) is inserted. Its placement is
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checked by two radio-opaque markers. Once inserted,

filled with polymethylmetacrylate (PMMA) under

the balloon is then inflated under visual volume and

continuous fluoroscopic control. (Figure 4) About 2ml

pressure controls. A cavity is therefore created under

of cement is slowly injected with a bone filler device.

fluoroscopic control. When the balloon reaches the

The whole material is retrieved and the wound is

cortical surface of the left lateral mass, it is then

closed.

sequentially deflated and removed. The cavity is then

Figure 4: Intraoperative fluoroscopy. A. After Jamshidi trocar and K-wire insertion. B-C. Work tool and balloon
toward the right C1 lateral mass D-E. the polymethylmethacrylate injected.

The total radiation dose for the patient during the

3. Results

surgery was 3.7 mSv. The radiation dose received by

The patient reported substantial pain relief as VAS was

the primary surgeon and the rest of the operative team

30mm on postoperative day 1 vs 90mm preoperatively.

outside the operating room, during the imaging

A CT scan obtained 1 day postoperatively showed

acquisition, was considered null. Blood loss was less

adequate filling of the osteolytic lesion without obvious

than 20ml. This study was approved by an IRB n°

leakage of bone cement (Figure 5). The procedure was

IRB00011687. Informed consent was obtained from

uneventful and the patient was discharged home the

patients or their designated representatives.

next

day.

Clinical

follow-up

at

3

months

postoperatively revealed that her pain condition was
improved as VAS was 10mm. No opioid consumption
was reported at this time.
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Figure 5: Control scan; A. sagittal, B. axial and C. coronal reconstruction : bone windowing showing the filing of the
lateral mass without intracanal leakage.

4. Discussion

the anterior retropharyngeal approach could be an

Atlas is a rare location for bone tumors [13]. Osteolytic

efficacious alternative to transoral approach; when

lesions of the lateral mass of C1 may be responsible for

considering the substantial potential risks. This

severe pain and instability, requiring sometimes

technically challenging procedure should be performed

aggressive treatment as cranio cervical fixation [19] .

by experienced operators [ 29]. Two cases of posterior

This can lead to significant postoperative pain, which

vertebroplasty of C1 lateral mass have been previously

is, in large part, secondary to extensive muscle

reported. The first consisted in a posterior approach

dissection and wound healing. Development of minimal

[30] for osteolytic metastasis secondary to parotid

invasive spinal techniques can be of significant interest

cancer, whereas the second consisted in a lateral

in

approach for osteolytic metastasis from breast cancer

order

to

reduce

perioperative

morbidity.

Percutaneous cement augmentation for lytic metastasis

[31]. Both cases reported satisfactory results.

of the spine is considered as a valuable palliative
option. It provides pain relief and increases stability. It

Recent

technologic

development

and

especially

is often associated to radiation therapy and/or

navigation systems using iCT-scan are advocated

chemotherapy in fractured, painful, or at risk of

mainly to reduce the risk of neurovascular injury.

collapse vertebrae [14, 20-25].

Securing routing procedure placement under navigation
guidance offers also the possibility to insert material via

Previous reports described various techniques for

a percutaneous approach with reduced radiation

percutaneous treatment of C1 metatstasis.Minimally

exposure for patients, surgical team and operative room

transoral approach requires a large exposition of the

staff. To our knowledge, this is the first case presenting

posterior wall of the pharynx; eventhough there is a

a pathological fracture of C1 treated with kyphoplasty

theoretical risk of infection during transoral approach,

using iCT Airo and 3D image-guided navigation. The

no bone infection was observed in the previously

technique seems secure and reproducible. Unlike

published case series [26-28]. Yang and al showed that

percutaneous kyphoplasty performed by radiologist,
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ergonomy is more appreciable in an OR with 3D

prognostic variables for patients undergoing

navigation system as the donut of the iCT is removed

spine surgery for metastatic breast disease.

from the working area after image acquisition.

Eur Spine J 16 (2007): 1659-1667.
5.

Constans JP, de Divitiis E, Donzelli R,

5. Conclusion

Spaziante R, Meder JF, et al. Spinal

Minimally invasive percutaneous postero lateral C1

metastases with neurological manifestations.

kyphoplasty using an iCT navigation system and

Review of 600 cases. J Neurosurg 59 (1983):

fluroscopy is a major innovation. It is a safe and

111-118.

effective alternative for intractable pain secondary to

6.

Brihaye J, Ectors P, Lemort M, Van Houtte

C1 lateral mass osteolytic metastasis in selected

P. The management of spinal epidural

patients. It is associated to an acceptable patient

metastases. Adv Tech Stand Neurosurg 16

radiation and reduced surgical team exposure. Future

(1988): 121-176.

studies are needed to assess reproducibility, cement

7.

management. Semin Oncol 28 (2001): 28-34.
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